
EXCLUSIVITY SUMMARY FOR NDA #

_____________

StJPPL#_

Trade Name

______________________

Generic flame

________________

Applicant Name

_______________

HTD

____________________

Approval Date If Known

___________________

PART I IS 1R EXCLUSIVITY DETERMINATION NEEDED?

1. An exclusivity determination will be made for all pricing 1
applications, but only for &Saia.supplements. Complete PARTS II
and III of this Exclusivity Summary only if you answer “yes” to one
or more of the following question about the submission.

a) Is it an original NDA?
YES f_I NO /1

b) Is it an effectiveness supplement?

YES f_I NO I_/

If yes, what type? (SE1, Sn, etc.)

c) Did it require the review of clinical data other than to
support a safety claim or changiiStabeling related to
safety? (If it required review only of bioavailability or
bioequivalence data, answer “no.”)

YES 1/ NO //

If your answer is “no” because you believe the study is a
bioavailability study and, therefore, not eligible for
exclusivity, EXPLAIN why it is a bioavailability study,
including your reasons for disagreeing with any arguments made
by the applicant that the study was not simply a
bioavailability stud.x.

If it is a supp1ehent requiring the review of clinical data
but it is not an effectiveness supplement, describe the change
or claim that is supported by the clinical data:
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1/
d) Did the applicant request exclusivity?

YES I_f NO //

If the answer to (d) is “yes,” how many years of exclusivity
did the applicant request?

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED “NO” TO OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, GO
DIRECTLY TO THE SIGNATURE BLOCKS ON PAGE 8.

2. Has a product with the same active incredint(s), dosage form,
strength, route of administratithi, and dosing schedule,reviously
Een approved by FDA for the same

YES ff NO //

If yes, NDA # Drug Name

__________________

IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 2 IS “YES,” GO DIRECTLY TO THE SIGNATURE
BLOCKS ON PAGE 8.

3. Is this drug product or indication a DESI upgrade?

YES I_f NO 7/

IF TUE ANSWER To QUESTION 3 Is Ufl5, GO DIRECTLY TO THE SIGNATURE
BLOCKS ON PAGE 8 (even if a study was required for the upgrade).

PART II nfl-YEAR EXCLUSIVITY FOR NEW CHEMICAL ENTITIES

(Answer either #1 or #2 as appropriate)

1. Single active inaredient product.

Has FDA previously approved under section 505 of the Act any drug
product containing the same active moiety as the drug under
consideration? Answer “yas”%.f the active moiety (including other
esterified forms, salts, complexes, chelates or clathrates) has.
been previously approved, but this particular fan of the active
moiety, e.g., this particular ester or salt (including salts with
hydrogen or coorainatiqpbonding) or other non—covalent derivative
(such as a complex, chelate, or clathrate) has not been approved.
Answer “no” if the compound requires metabolic conversion (other
than deesterification of an esterified form of the drug) to produce
an already approved active moiety.

YES )_/ NO f_I
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If “yes,” identify the approved drug product(s) containing the
active moiety, and, if known, the NDA #(s).

NDA#

______________________ ______________________

NDA#

____________________ ____________________

NDA#

______________________ ______________________

2. Combination product.

If the product contains more than one active moiety(as defined in
Part II, 11), has FDA previously approved an application under
section 505 containing nx na of the active moieties in the drug
product? If, for example, the combination contains one never—
bef ore-approved active moiety and one previously approved active
moiety, answer “yes.” (An active moiety that is marketed under an
OTC monograph, but that was never approved under an NDA, is
considered not previously approved.)

YES // NO //

If “yes,” identify the approved drug product(s) containing the
active moiety, and, if known, the !WA I(s).

NDA#

_____________________________

NDA#

_______________________________

NDM

_______________________________

IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTION 1 OR 2 UNDER PART II IS “NO,” GO DIRECTLY
TO ThE SIGNATURE BLOCKS ON PAGE 8. IF “YES” GO TO PART III.

PART tU THREE—YEAR EXCLUSIVITY FOR NDA’S 2D sui’pttxmrrs

To qualify for three years of exclusi)Q.ty, an application or
supplement must contain “reports o y—&linicaJ. investigations
(other than bio4va2aility studies)Lessentiai. to the approval of
the application and!ohucted or s onsored by the applicant. This
section should be completed only if e answer to PART II, Question
1 or 2 was “yes.”
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Does the application contain reports of clinical
investigations? (The Agency interprets “clinical investigations”
rrEi investigations conducted on humans other than
bioavailability studies.) If the application contains clinical
investigations only by virtue of a right of reference to clinical
investigations in another application, answer “yes,” then skip to
question 3(a). If the answer to 3(a) is “yes” for any
investigation referred to in another application, do not complete
remainder of sumimary for that investigation.

YES /1 NO /_/

IF “NO,” GO DIRECTLY TO THE SIGNATURE BLOCXS ON PAGE 8.

2. A clinical investigation is “essential to the approval” if the
Agency could not have approved the application or supplement
without relying on that investigation. Thus, the investigation is
not essential to the approval if 1) no clinical investiaat.jon is
sar to support the supplement or application in light of
previously approved applications Ci.e., information other than
clinical trials, such as bioavailability data, would be sufficient
to provide a basis for approval as an ANDA or 505(b) (2) application
because of what is already known about a previously approved
product), or 2) there are published reports of studies (other than
those conducted or sponsored by the applicant) or other publicly
available data that independently would have been sufficient to
support approval of the appiication, without refefence to the
clinical investigation submitted in the application.

(a) In light of previously approved applications, is a
clinical v ation (either conducted by the applicant or
avai able from some other source, including the published
literature) necessary to support approval of the application
or supplement?

YES /j NO /1

If “no,” state the basis for your conclusion that a clinical
trial is not necessary for approval AND GO DIRECTLY TO
SIGNATURE BLOCK ON P.GE 8:

b

(b) Did the appcant submit a list of published studies
relevant to the safety and effectiveness of this drag prodt
and a statement that the publicly available data would not
independently support approval of the application?

YES I_I NO /j
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(1) If the answer to 2(b) is “yes,” do you personally
know of any reason to disagree with the applicant’s
conclusion?

YES I_I NO //

If yes, explain:

(2) If the answer to 2(b) is “no,” are you aware of
rnthlished studg not conducted or sponsored by the
applicant or other publicly available data that could
independently demonstrate the safety and effectiveness of
this drug product?

YES /_/ NO /‘

If yes, explain:

(c) If the answers to (b) (1) and (b) (2) wan both “no,”
identify the clinical investigpns submitted in the
application that are essential to the approval:

Studies comparing two products witn tfle Same ingredient(s) are
considered to be bioavailability studies for the purpose of this
section.

3. In addition to being essential, investigations must be to
support exclusivity. .The agency interprets “new clinical
investigation” to mean an irtyestigation that 1) has n.ct_bearn1ied,
on by the agency to demonstrate the effectiveness of a previously

oved drug for any indication and 2) pes not duplicate the
results of another investigatIon that was relied on by the agency
to demonstrate’ the tfectiveness of a previously approved drug
product, i.e., does. hot redemonstrate something the agency
considers to havW bean demonstrated in an already approved
application.
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a) For each investigation identified as “essential to the
approval,” has the investi ation bee relied on
to onstrate e e so iveness of a previous
produc (If the inves agation was re J.ed on only to support

he safety of a previously approved drug, answer “no.”)

Investigation #1 YES I_I No //

Investigation #2 YES I_f NO I__I

If you ThaTe änswere “yes” for one or more xnveflgations,
identify each such investigation and the NDA in which each was
relied upon:

b) For each investigation identified as “essential to the
approval”, does the investigation _4cate the results of
another investigation that was relied on oy the agency to
support the effectiveness of a previously approved drug
product?

Investigation #1 YES /_/ NOJ_f

Investigation #2 YES /_/ NO //

If you ha’e answered “yes” for one or more investigation,
identify the 1’TDA in which a similar investigation was relied
on:

c) If the answers to3 (a) and 3 (b) are fl2. idçntify each “neW’
,invtigatThn in.tha..application or supplement thitTs
essential to the approval (i.e., the investigations listed in
#2(c), less any that are not “new”):
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4. To be eligible for exclusivity, a new investigation that is
essential to approval must also have been c.ected or sponsored by
the apolicant. An investigation was “conducted or sponsored by”
the applicant if, before or during the conduct of the
investigation, 1) the applicant was the sponsor of the IND named in
the fon FDA 1571 filed with the Agency1 or 2) the applicant (or
its predecessor in interest) provided substantial support for the
study. Ordinarily, substantial support will mean providing 50
percent or more of the cost of the study.

a) For each investigation identified in response to question
3(c): if the iyestiuation was carried out undn an Trio, was
the aplicant identified on the FDA 1571 as the sponsor?

Investigation #1

flit I YES // I NO. I_f Explain: -

Investigation 12

DiD I YES I_I I NO I_I Explain;

(b) For each investigation not carried out under an IND or for
which the applicant was not iWentified as the sponsor, did the
applicant certify that it or the applicant’s predecessor in
interest provided substantial support fgr the study? -

Investigation #1

.1.

_________________________________________

YES // Explain NO // Explain

Investigation #2

YES /7 Expla_____

• I

No /_/ Explain
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IF.
7 (c) Notwithstanding an answer of “yes” to (a) or (b), are
7 there other reasons to believe that the applicant should not

be credited with having “conducted or sponsored” the study?
(Purchased studies may not be used as the basis for
exclusivity. However, if all rights to the drug are purchased
(not just studies on the drug), the applicant may be
considered to have sponsored or conducted the studies
sponsored or conducted by its predecessor in interest.)

YES f_/ NO

If yes, explain:

____________

Signati.&e Date
Title:_

s{gnaturj of Ofice/ Date
Division Director
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